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Rural Development and Dynamic Externalities in
Taiwan's Structural Transformation*

Albert Park and Bruce Johnston

Stanford University
I. Introduction

The agricultural and industrial development experience of the Republic

of China (ROC) on Taiwan has been widely lauded as a successful

model of balanced growth. A rapid increase in per capita GNP from
$145 in 1951 to $8,800 in 1991 has been associated with a highly equitable distribution of income.1 This accomplishment is all the more remarkable given its historical context. In the 1950s and 1960s, in re-

sponse to external and internal threats, an enormous amount of

resources was allocated to national defense and internal security. In
addition, high underemployment and population growth rates had
reached near crisis proportions in the 1950s.2
Despite many attempts to draw lessons from the ROC's experience, there is still considerable controversy over which rural-industrial
linkages were most important in the Taiwan case and what the appropriate role of government should be more generally in maximizing the
gains from intersectoral interactions.3 The dynamic nature of structural

transformation also makes the correct sequencing of policies critical
to seizing opportunities as social and economic conditions change.
Many western and Taiwanese economists have stressed the importance of successful land reform in the 1950s as being a foundation
and strong impetus for rapid growth in Taiwan. Others have ably documented resource transfers in and out of agriculture, growth in labor
productivity, the transfer of labor from agricultural to nonagricultural
activities, and the rapid rise of labor-intensive small- and medium-scale
enterprises (SMEs) in the 1960s and 1970s.4 Though drawing upon this
literature, this article attempts to take a fresh, integrative perspective
on rural-industrial policy interactions by examining the extent to which

structural transformation was connected to spillover effects (or increasing returns phenomena) due to demand-side linkages and human
capital development, two less explored aspects of Taiwan's develop? 1995 by The University of Chicago. All rights reserved.
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182 Economic Development and Cultural Change

ment experience. Recent economic development literature ha
for positive externalities due to aggregate demand spillovers f
multaneous development of many sectors and to knowledge
accumulation, concepts that actually have been around for som
Demand-side linkages, which are influenced strongly by
try's pattern of rural development, provide rationale not only
anced growth strategies but also for coordinated infrastructur

ment on the part of government.6 Two notable stylized
characterize Taiwan's development experience: rapid rura

growth-farm and nonfarm-with equitable income distributio
the dominance of SMEs in industrial development. Balanced g
theories have emphasized intersectoral resource flows but not
ages between the patterns of rural development and industrial
which are important especially in understanding the distributi
sequences of growth. Work that endeavors to examine in det
linkages between rural development and the size and location
trial and commercial development is still rather limited.' In
broad-based increases in rural incomes and a unimodal structure of

operational units in production were associated with strong demand
for inexpensive and divisible farm inputs and simple consumer goods.
Expanding demand for such products, which were well suited to laborintensive production technologies, provided an important stimulus for
the growth of SMEs.
With respect to knowledge accumulation, though it is difficult to
estimate empirically the return to investment in human resources, in
Taiwan the quality of rural entrepreneurs and labor-in terms of basic

education, acquired knowledge and skills, and experience in dealing
with markets, technology, and institutions-was clearly a critical factor in the subsequent success and great adaptability of SMEs.
It is interesting that recent theory has linked the importance of
these two kinds of dynamic externalities. Specifically, when trade is
problematic and strong learning-by-doing effects in nonagricultural
sectors generate increasing returns to production (or if there are other
sources of increasing returns such as high start-up costs), the demand
created by agricultural productivity and income growth can have powerful positive externalities for industrial and overall growth.8 These
linkages reflect significant externalities stemming from the particular
sequence and pattern of structural transformation in Taiwan, suggesting an important role for government policies far beyond merely
"getting prices right."
Section II of this article details some of the connections between

rapid and equitable rural development in Taiwan and the explosive
growth of SMEs, focusing especially on domestic demand and human
capital spillover effects. Section III assesses the lessons to be derived
from Taiwan's experience, with particular emphasis on rural develop-
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ment policies. Land reform is explicit

tional views about its contribution are c
tutions and policies are seen as both mo
importance in seizing opportunities for

that can fuel rapid and equitable econ

meeting "organizational requirements,"
of effective catalytic agricultural resear

ganizations; making significant investment

gation, transport, power, and commun
tives to farmers in line with the countr
and relative factor scarcity.9

II. Rural Development and the Growth

Domestic Demand Linkages

Although Taiwan is famous for its expor
played a critical role in the 1950s and 1

The percentage of output demand att
expansion was 61.6% in 1956-61 and gre
before gradually falling to only 34.7%
period from 1952 to 1986, the growth o
much more important than export grow
The early importance of domestic dem
under Japanese colonialism already had
harbor infrastructure and later became
This is not to deny the very important
export markets in Taiwan's industrial gr
has had just the opposite bias. Especially
tries with less export potential (particul
portant that domestic demand expansio
empirically recognized. For countries wi
growing domestic demand accounts for
TABLE 1

SOURCES OF GROWTH EXPANSION, 1956-76

Domestic Import
Demand Export Substitution Technological

Period Expansion (%) Expansion (%) (%) Change (%)
1956-61
61.6
22.5
7.7
8.2
1961-66
63.2
35.0
.5
1.3
1966-71 51.4 45.9 5.7 -3.0
1971-76
34.7
67.7
-2.4
.0

SouRcEs.-Shirley

Kuo,

G

Rapid
Growth
with
Impro
Colo.:
Westview,
1981),
p.
constant
domestic
prices.
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mestic industrial output. Even in Korea, another model expo
omy, from 1955 to 1973 domestic demand expansion accounte
majority of growth in industrial output. This share was especi
for output from small-medium manufacturing enterprises."
In a dynamic context in which newly emerging sectors r
time to gain experience and increase efficiency, the importan

mestic demand is even more critical. In Taiwan, farm exp

counted for more than 90% of total exports as late as 1955. Im
export sectors for manufactured products began as relativel
cient producers for the domestic market, especially during th
protection stage (1953-62). This was certainly true of the text
where production began in the 1950s but exports remained n
until the 1960s. By 1971, textiles accounted for 35% of total
of goods and services.

Rural income growth in Taiwan. One planning official

scribed Taiwan's development strategy in the following way
the goals of Taiwan's development in a nutshell, it is to impr
well-being of the rural population and to facilitate the use o
agricultural capital to promote industrial development."'2
Faced with the obvious tension between these two objecti
the early stages of development, most early development th
gave high priority to industrial-sector investment as a mean
sorbing surplus agricultural labor.' In Taiwan, however, desp
sistent extraction of resources from the agricultural sector, th
tance of raising rural incomes was always recognized as an im
policy goal in its own right.14 In fact, the effect on farmers

was often the main criterion for evaluating projects prop

implementation by the Joint Commission on Rural Reconstr
(JCRR).15

Per capita income growth in Taiwan since the 1950s has been
impressive (fig. 1). After repairing damage to infrastructure and carrying out land reform programs between 1949 and 1953, agricultural
production and rural incomes took off in the 1960s, a time that also
saw the rapid growth of SMEs. K. Lin reports that per capita income
growth increased from 3.9% in the 1950s to 7.0% during the 1960s.
Surveys of rural households indicate slightly lower but still impressive
rates of growth (fig. 1).16

Income distribution and demand composition. The multiplier effects of demand externalities can depend as much on the distribution
of rural assets and income as on the magnitude of income increases."
Taiwan has long enjoyed a low degree of income inequality. Even
before the land reform measures undertaken from 1949 to 1953, land
distribution was more egalitarian than in many other countries. The
Gini ratio for the distribution of farm family incomes in Taiwan fell
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FIG. 1.-Per capita income growth in Taiwan. NIPC = National Inc

per Capita (reported in Kuan-pin Lin, The Structure of Personal Consump
in Taiwan: 1951-1980, Economic Monograph Series no. 6 [Taipei: ChungInstitution for Economic Research, 1985]); FREC = Survey of Farm Reco

Keeping Families; FIEF = Family Income and Expenditure Survey-F
Families; FIEN = Family Income and Expenditure Survey-Nonfarm F
lies; FINS = Farm Income Surveys (JCRR).

from a low .34 in 1964 to an even lower .30 in 1975, largely d
increases in nonagricultural activities.'s
Broadly based rural income maximizes consumption demand f
local services and simple consumer items that are labor intensive
tailor-made for small-scale enterprises. Research in other countr
has found that the highest expenditure elasticity for rural househ
is for local nonfood goods and services. These elasticities are high
for output from rural-based production than from large-scale u
production.19
Unfortunately, available household survey data for Taiwan distinguish among expenditure categories but not among the sources of those
expenditures (large vs. small firms, urban vs. rural production, domestic production vs. imports). Still, it is possible to get an idea of the
nature of rural consumption by looking at a breakdown of rural expenditure by farm size and expenditure category in 1967 (table 2). These
data make two points of note. First, the share of family earnings spent
on living expenditures (as opposed to savings, production costs, and
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TABLE 2

AVERAGE FAMILY LIVING EXPENDITURES BY

LIVING EXPENDITURES PERCENTAG
LAND SIZE AMOUNT OF FAMILY Housin

00
(01

(Chia) (NT$) EARNINGS Food Rent Clothing Medical Edu

<.49 28,005 65.0 50.0 6.3 5.8 6.7
.5-.99 32,653 59.3 47.8 6.3 6.2 7.
1.0-1.49 39,610 51.8 46.2 6.9 6.0 6
1.5-1.99 42,733 47.8 46.7 6.5 6.2 7.
2.0-2.99 54,660 44.7 44.3 7.8 6.2 5
>3.00 66,159 36.8 41.3 8.8 5.8 5.9

SoURcE.-"Taiwan

Farm
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so forth) is inversely related to farm
landed classes, such as the Philippines,
increased productivity and incomes m
table also reveals that for certain spen
medical expenses, and special events (
living expenditure shares tend to be h
landholding, implying that a balanced
demand for such goods. For other ca
tion, and social expenses, the expendit
with land size, though given the lower
this does not necessarily imply that ef
farms. Also not captured in these dat

commodities demanded within exp

among income levels: wealthier house
higher-quality consumer items that ar
large-scale, capital-intensive enterpri
Differences in the income elasticities

gories can be seen more clearly in th
over time (table 3). National expendit
1976 show that as rural incomes rose
share of consumption expenditures de
by steady increases in spending on clo
ture), transport and communication (
amusement, and other expenditures.

TABLE 3
CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURES OF FARM AND NONFARM FAMILES
1966

1976

Farm Nonfarm Farm Nonfarm

Per capita consumption expendi-

tures (NT$) 3,595 5,670 13,009 18,749

Percent of:
Food

58.2

49.2

48.6

42.4

Staple food 27.9 15.5 16.8 9.6
Clothing 5.9 5.8 6.1 6.5
Housing 15.4 22.7 17.7 23.5
Furniture,

furnishings,

house-

hold equipment 1.0 2.3 2.2 2.3
Transport and communications 2.2 2.5 4.4 5.2

Recreation and amusement 4.0 6.3 4.8 6.7
Other
14.4
13.6
18.4
15.6

SOURCE.-Department
of
Report
on
the
Survey
of
nual),
reported
in
Basic
A
Statistics
Office,
Council
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correspond quite closely with the nonagricultural activities a
with the initial rise of SMEs, especially in nonmanufacturing
Another important connection between rural spending an

composition of demand is through the demand for inputs to agric

production. In bimodal systems, large-scale farms often purch
tal-intensive imported tractors and other agricultural machi
equipment that have fewer linkages to domestic industry. But
wan, a unimodal size pattern of operational units led to dem
simple agricultural tools and inputs easily produced by labor-i
small-scale rural enterprises.2" This was true even before the
form that changed the size of ownership units but not that o
tional units.

The nature of early SME growth. A list of the major industrial
categories of SMEs during the early stages of Taiwan's economic development corresponds closely with the pattern of demand of rural
households. In 1954, most small industrial enterprises were in food,
beverage, and tobacco manufacturing (12,200); textiles and wearing
apparel (7,043); wood, bamboo, and nonmetal furniture (4,989); transportation equipment (3,443); machinery (3,007); and metal and metal
products (1,112) (table 4). Each of these categories is clearly connected
to either consumption or input demand. By 1981 the range of activities
had diversified considerably; output of paper products, plastics, and
electrical and electronic equipment had become significant. Also, by
the mid-1970s exports accounted for over half of the output of small-

TABLE 4

NUMBERS OF SMALL- AND MEDIUM-SCALE ENTERPRISES BY
INDUSTRIAL CATEGORIES

Industrial Category 1954 1981
Food, beverage, and tobacco 12,200 8,697
Textile and wearing apparel 7,043 8,943
Leather and fur 202 1,053
Wood, nonmetal furniture 4,989 8,662

Paper and printing 955 6,426
Chemical and energy 850 2,528
Rubber and plastic products 395 8,672
Nonmetallic mineral 1,935 3,712
Machinery 3,007 19,430
Metal and metal products 1,112 10,473
Electrical and electronic products 729 4,818
Transport equipment 3,443 3,150
Other 2,888 4,846
SOURCE.-General

1986.

Invest

NOTE.-Small- and
20-200 employees.
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and medium-scale manufacturers. Un

kept on the demand sources for SM

importance of the domestic market w

A look at nonmanufacturing activities

ing out the linkages between rural hou
small-scale enterprises. Taiwan's indu
permit the decomposition of industr
number of establishments and employ
Especially in the 1950s and 1960s, mo
commerce and other service activitie
of new nonagricultural employment
and so almost by definition most emp
the domestic market.21 And SMEs ten
nonmanufacturing activities. In 1966,
ployment accounted for by SMEs wa
it was 96% and for others (including
The dominance of rural-based smal
demands of rural populations during
velopment is a pattern found in many

is unique because SMEs continued to
an advanced stage in which industria
and agriculture had become a relative
that rising rural consumption demand
of SMEs, laying the foundation for a
and dynamic sector.

Knowledge and Human Capital

The high quality of human capital was
in the realization of high rates of ec
have noted the strong commitment t
both during and after the Japanese o
ever, includes not only formal educat
experiences, and even attitudes and w
ployment and other social and econom
Although the importance of such a
difficult to quantify, in Taiwan these
tant, since high-quality labor was arg
resource. Labor productivity in agric

3.3% annually in 1952-60, 1960-70,
agricultural output growth unexpla
creased from 8% in 1955 to 20% in 1960, 37% in 1970, and 44% in
1980.25 For the economy as a whole, labor productivity grew at annual

rates of 8.43% from 1951 to 1965 and 6.2% from 1966 to 1980.26 To the

extent that SMEs benefited greatly from a plentiful stock of disciplined, literate, and highly adaptable rural labor as well as risk-taking
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TABLE 5

SUMMARY OF INDUSTRIAL AND COMME

ESTABLISHMENT

YEAR
INC

1954

1966

1976

195

Total (N) 127,978 217,651 422,129 620,61

Percent of:

Mining and quarrying .3 .
Manufacturing 31.1 12.7 16.
Electricity, gas, and water .

Construction
2.1
2.2
2.0
Commerce
46.8
56.9
62.7

Transport, storage, and communication
Business

services

18.9
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TABLE 6

PERCENT OF WORKERS EMPLOYED IN SMALL- AND MEDIUM-SCALE ENTERPRISES BY SEC

Industry

1966

1971

1976

1981

Mining
49.1
62.6
Manufacturing 42.7 35.6 59.6 62.0
Utilities
Construction
Commerce

7.3
7.8
.5
.4
24.2 33.3 26.5 25.5

95.7

93.9

89.3

Transport and communication 30.6
Services
61.1

Other

66.2
56.1

53.0

SOURCE.-Industrial and commercial censuses.

entrepreneurs with rural backgrounds, human capital represents an
important nexus of agricultural-industrial interactions.

Education. Harry Oshima states that in Japan, Korea, and Taiwan, "the good headstart and selection of an appropriate postwar
strategy of development (agriculture and labor-intensive industries
first) are both traceable to the higher development of human resources
before and after the war, helped by the Confucian legacy.'27 By 1950,
the school enrollment rate for 6-12-year-olds in Taiwan was already
80%, increasing to 97.5% by 1967.28 Given Japan's strategy to make

Taiwan a rice and sugar supply center, promoting basic literacy in
the countryside was seen as a prudent investment in improving farm
management and the effectiveness of extension and other rural support
efforts.

The improvements in education during the postwar period were

impressive. Educational expenditures grew continuously, from
NT$0.21 billion in 1951 (1.7% of GNP) to NT$94.6 billion in 1982
(5.4% of GNP). Total enrollment increased by 7.7% per year during
the 1950s, 5.5% in the 1960s, and 1.4% in the 1970s. Primary education
was extended to 9 years in 1968. The employment shares of workers
with primary or no education, secondary education, and higher education went from 90.0%, 8.8%, and 1.2%, respectively, in 1952 to 46.8%,

41.7%, and 11.5%, respectively, in 1981. In 1966 the country began
implementing Manpower Development Plans, which sought to improve
education quality, increase enrollment in the natural sciences and engineering, and establish an education expenditure policy indexed to
GNP. It is important that from early on, a two-track educational sys-

tem sent many primary and middle school graduates to vocational

schools.29 By 1971, the country had established 316 vocational training
institutes.

A well-educated rural population serves both agricultural and industrial development, since as growth proceeds labor shifts from one
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sector to the other. From the standpoint of agricultural pro
education improves farm management and increases access a
tivity to extension information. In Taiwan, education also in
labor mobility and the labor force participation rate of women
in addition to its cognitive effects on efficiency in the produc
cess, education altered factor endowments in favor of labor-i
industries. Moreover, basic education was undoubtedly comp
tary to experience-based and other kinds of learning that we
to creating a dynamic, adaptable, and competitive industrial
Learning by doing. When the Taiwanese government m
decision to pursue export-based growth beginning in the 1960
was deep concern as to whether Taiwanese products, especial
produced by SMEs, could be competitive in world markets. I
the private sector was still small and inexperienced, lacked in
funds, faced high interest rates, and produced poor-quality
The government felt obliged to take a major role in industrie
electricity and fertilizers, and in sectors such as textiles it
promote private activity through import controls and other
treatment (mainly for relatively large-sized firms).

From these humble beginnings emerged the SME jugg

Small- and medium-scale firms ultimately succeeded because

wan's strong comparative advantage in labor-intensive in
Technology adaptation and improvement as well as increa

ciency through accumulated experience, including the develo
of semi-skilled and highly skilled laborers, came readily to

characterized by cheap, disciplined, and well-educated lab

healthy competition among firms, superior infrastructure, an
improve efficiency while selling products on protected dome
kets. In 1961, no manufacturing sector exported more than on
of total production; but in a number of sectors (textiles, wood
and furniture, leather products, rubber products, plastics, an
cal and electronic equipment), this percentage grew rapidly
passed 35% by 1969 (table 7). Here, the demand linkages from
rural income growth helped provide the conditions under whi
capital could continue to develop as Taiwan's industry sought
come competitive in international markets.
Learning-by-doing externalities not only improved the qua
cost competitiveness of products (such as textiles) but also e
firms to acquire the ability to produce new, often technologic
sophisticated products. The technological linkages stemming f
production of agricultural inputs is a case in point. Peter Ki

described how metal-working shops producing simple agr

tools later diversified into production of spare parts, more co
equipment such as power tillers, fans and other simple electri
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TABLE 7
EXPORTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF PRODUCTION BY INDUSTRY
1961 1966 1969
Food

20.8

24.7

23.6

Textiles and apparel 19.6 25.6 38.9
Wood products/furniture 22.7 44.7 49.5
Leather products 2.3 16.9 35.2
Rubber products 16.9 20.8 36.9
Plastic products 12 26.9 44.2
Petroleum products 5 4.4 11.5
Nonmetal mineral products 8.7 19.4 14.6
Iron and steel products 10.6 16.1 16.4
Aluminum products 11.9 14.1 18.4
Other metal products 5.3 33.7 24.5
Machinery (not electrical) 3.4 15.4 27.8
Electrical products 10.2 19.5 36.3
Transport equipment .7 7.1 10.1

Miscellaneous manufacturers 4.8 15.4 34.2

SOURCE.-S. P. S. Ho, Economic Development of Taiwan,
1860-1970 (New Haven, Conn., and London: Yale University
Press, 1978), p. 201. Industries with export shares less than 10% in
1969 are not reported (paper and pulp, chemical fertilizers, pharma-

ceuticals, and other chemicals).

ment, and even electronic products.32 In the electronics industry, telephones, black-and-white television sets, tape recorders, color television, and calculators were introduced in rapid succession.33

Institutions, human capital, and technology adoption. Nonformal education was also important. The interaction between individuals
and social and economic institutions created an experience base that
affected the attitudes and capabilities of economic actors. The Confucian work ethic and strong family- and lineage-based social networks,
for example, can be seen as social institutions that shape human capital
and have direct implications for economic behavior.34 Here, we focus

on economic institutions, over which policymakers have relatively
greater control.
Japanese colonial rule in Taiwan left two important institutional
legacies. The first was the establishment of strong agricultural research
and support organizations (the Taiwan Agricultural Research Institute,
District Agricultural Improvement Stations, agricultural associations
and cooperatives, irrigation associations). The second was the commercialization of agriculture, which linked agriculture both to nonagricultural (processing) activities and to international markets (almost

entirely exports to Japan). For this latter purpose, substantial resources were devoted to building transport and communication infrastructure. The postwar nationalist government continued in this tradi-
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tion, strengthening research and support institutions, espec
reorganized farmers' associations, and promoting agricultural
while investing in infrastructure.

Despite extractive taxation policies and obligations to lan

farmers on the whole benefited greatly from their interaction w

ricultural institutions and markets. For instance, in the 1920s
the introduction of ponlai (Japanese-type) rice, in conjuncti
the provision of necessary complementary inputs by rural ins
resulted in dramatic yield increases. In the 1960s and 1970s
breakthroughs led to the promotion of asparagus and mushro
duction for export, again leading to large income gains to f
Continuous contact with research and extension organization
time and successful precedents increased farmers' trust and
ness to adopt new technologies. Extension efforts were comp

by special economic incentives to encourage adoption of n

niques and crop varieties.35
Positive attitudes toward technology adoption were also f
by the commercialization of agriculture. From 1930 to 1939
rice production and well over 90% of sugar was exported (vi
all to Japan).36 In the postwar period bananas, canned mush

asparagus, pineapples, and fishery products also became im
export items. Farmers became acutely aware of the impo
export markets (even when protected from price variability
supply contracts with processors) and became experienced
markets in both a physical and a psychological sense.

An appreciation of markets and a willingness to adopt new
ucts and production methods are obviously highly complem

And though they assume the efficient functioning of established

tions and infrastructure, the resulting mental constructs are
positive spillover effects in their own right. Presumably these
toward technological change and markets transferred to the
sector as peasants and their children became owners and wo
nonagricultural activities. It is easy to find examples of entre
from peasant families who succeeded by anticipating market
nities and finding ways to adapt or upgrade technology in s
limited education.37

Entrepreneurship. One aspect of human capital that was
cial ingredient in the establishment and robust growth of tho

SMEs in Taiwan was entrepreneurship. A common Taiwan

goes, "It is better to be the head of a chicken than the tail of an
ox." The few formal models of entrepreneurship have posited that
entrepreneurs tend to be those who have innately high business acumen or management ability (Lucas), are less risk averse (Kihlstrom
and Laffont), or have greater knowledge about their abilities (Jovanovic).38 Such explanations are not sufficient to explain why entrepre-
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neurial zeal in Taiwanese society seem
countries, even Korea and Japan, that
tural heritage.

What are the socioeconomic characteristics of entrepreneurs?
Richard Stites found that smaller factory owners in Yingge township
tended to be former workers, from the local area, and not highly educated. Most interviewed factory workers planned eventually to start
their own businesses.39 Work in other developing countries indicates
that small-scale manufacturing proprietors have a great deal of work
experience; almost all start their own businesses and locate them in
the area in which they were born. Very rarely are their occupations
the same as their parents (who often are farmers).40 In Taiwan local

trade and service activity increased rapidly as rural incomes rose,
likely cross-fertilizing manufacturing growth by providing commercial
experience to would-be entrepeneurs.41
Economic incentives for initiating a business venture are probably
even more important than the background of individuals in explaining
entrepreneurship. Susan Greenhalgh writes that "the 'entrepreneurial
spirit' of the Chinese on Taiwan need not be reduced to the persistence
of the Confucian ethic, as some have done. A more convincing explanation would trace it to the desire for profits by economic actors, and
to the structure of incentives in the contemporary economic environment.."42 The opportunities created by powerful rural demand linkages,
the availability of high-quality labor, a favorable macroenvironment,
and supportive social institutions seem a plausible explanation for entrepreneurial zeal in Taiwan. As more and more SMEs became estab-

lished, the possibility of success in such ventures became common
knowledge and information on other people's experiences became increasingly accessible. The self-reinforcing nature of such information
effects should not be underestimated.

The Macroenvironment for SMEs
Although SMEs in Taiwan were never explicitly targeted for support
by government, the avoidance of large distortions in macroprices favored the development of SMEs. For one thing, Taiwan was a pioneer
in its steadfast adherence to a high interest rate policy to combat inflation and stimulate savings and investment.43 This prevented artificially
cheap capital from favoring large enterprises employing inappropriately capital-intensive technologies, a frequent occurrence in countries
that suppress interest rates and ration credit.

Exchange rates were also rationalized in the late 1950s. Trade
liberalization beginning in 1958 collapsed the multiple exchange rate
system into a single rate, reduced import controls, and devalued the

currency. In Taiwan's new export orientation, domestic industries
were now subject to the discipline of international markets, which
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forced firms even more to rely on their comparative advantage in

labor. Wage and price controls were avoided.
Although Taiwan moved away from import-substituting ind
ization, that does not mean that it adopted a laissez-faire indu
tion strategy. The Taiwan government continued to "main

vigor of its guiding, pushing, and prodding activities,""44 wh
especially important in technology transfer.45 But policy inst
were used selectively and with limited reliance on discretion
thority. The government did not have the administrative capa
political power "to exercise anything like comprehensive influ
By not rationing credit, for instance, the government's ability
trol the pattern of investment was much reduced.47
Another factor facilitating SME success was the superior
portation and communication system that allowed firms to b
lished in rural areas where social (especially family) institution
better provide credit, family labor, land access, and other es
services. The transport system also allowed rural industries to
the pool of part-time farmers. From 1966 to 1980 the shares
family income coming from agricultural and nonagricultura
went from 66% and 34% to 30% and 70%, respectively.
While the government tolerated SMEs because of their ab
absorb labor, small firms were generally seen as inefficient an
to produce quality products, and so their growth was not encou
Commercial banks were usually unwilling to lend to SMEs, f
entrepreneurs to turn to informal credit markets-especially
credit societies (hui) and the use of postdated checks.49 Althoug
est rates in the informal markets were often twice those ch
banking institutions in the formal sector, the easier access t
in the informal markets was of decisive importance for SME
government support programs for specific industries target
enterprises, and even U.S. assistance targeted for SMEs was d

to use primarily by large firms."5 In the 1950s small-scale f
lost out in the preferential allocation of scarce foreign exch
this context, the dynamism of SMEs is a testament both to th
iency and adaptability and to the powerful incentives crea
combination of market-based macro pricing, rapid and equitab
development, and human capital development.
III. What Are the Lessons?

The story of growth presented above suggests that policies that f
rapid and broadly distributed productivity and income growth in
rural sector can result in strong domestic demand linkages favo

to rapid, decentralized industrial growth built around SMEs. C
bined with a sound educational system and nondistortionary mac
economic policies, many aspects of a thriving rural economy also
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leash externalities related to human ca

catalyzes small-scale industrial develo

importance of patterns of agricultural
viewing intersectoral linkages and struc

complex and dynamic way. In these

Taiwan's success in promoting rural de
how government policies in Taiwan he
ties in structural transformation.

Rural Development Policies
What were the key elements of Taiwan's development strategy that
made possible the broad-based increases in farm productivity and incomes? The problem in identifying lessons from Taiwan's highly successful agricultural development experience is distinguishing which
among the many successful policies were most important and which
were positive but less essential. Here, key aspects of Taiwan's rural
development policies are highlighted to direct attention to their relationship to achieving the dynamic externalities described earlier.5
Land reform. The three-stage land reform undertaken in Taiwan
from 1949 to 1953 is widely credited with significantly boosting agricul-

tural productivity through improved incentives to invest in land and
apply inputs such as fertilizer and labor. It is also credited with raising
rural incomes, increasing income equality, catalyzing industrial development by redirecting the capital and entrepreneurial spirit of landlords to the nonagricultural sector, and creating social stability crucial
for depoliticized policy-making. With so many contributions to important aspects of rural development, it is often argued that effective
land reform is indispensable for dynamic agricultural and industrial
progress.

Here we hope to make the opposite point-that although successful land reform in Taiwan acted as a valuable facilitator of growth, it
was not a precondition for Taiwan's agricultural development success.
We highlight this rather unconventional view both to challenge longheld assumptions not firmly rooted in evidence and to stress the greater

policy relevance of other aspects of Taiwan's rural development pol-

icies.

Many agree that the ability of Taiwan to implement the land reform at all rested on very special conditions. A central tenet of Sun
Yat-sen's Principle of People's Livelihood (1924), agrarian reform was
embraced by many Kuomintang (KMT) leaders in Taiwan, especially
Chen Cheng, who was appointed governor of Taiwan by Chiang Kai-

shek in 1949. The KMT's "catastrophic learning experience" on the

mainland convinced many that failure to carry out land reform on the

mainland had been a crucial mistake and should not be repeated in
Taiwan.52 Being dominated by mainlanders, the new government was
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not beholden to Taiwanese landlord interests. And potential o
was undoubtedly intimidated by the violent suppression of dis
ing the "chaotic interregnum" of 1945-47.53
In other countries whose histories have not presented such
circumstances (e.g., the Philippines and much of Latin Amer
reform may be desirable in principle but highly unrealistic in
To such countries a view of land reform as essential for agr
productivity and income growth is very bad news indeed-an
propriate. Without land reform, growth in Taiwan would no
been as rapid but likely would have eventually proceeded in
pattern.54

Isolating the effect of land reform on agricultural growth is problematic because so many other factors influence productivity, including input prices and availability, technological breakthroughs, and gov-

ernment pricing policies. Too often, rapid production and income
increases in the 1950s and 1960s have mistakenly been offered as evidence for the effects of land reform, which is especially misleading
considering that Taiwanese agriculture was still recovering from wartime dislocation that made base figures artificially low. Figure 2 plots
average yields over time for Taiwan's four most important agricultural
crops. Apart from the marked fall in yields during World War II and
subsequent recovery, the long-term trend of yield increases since 1921
appears relatively stable: agricultural production had increased at an
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FIG. 2.-Major crop yields, 1920-75
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impressive annual rate of 4.2% from 19
to the 4.6% annual growth from 1953 t
It is likely that land reform's more im
the demand side, as it undoubtedly rai
tenants and improved income distributi
tributing wealth from landlords to far
cumstances mentioned earlier, there w

the rent reduction program, the first ste

program, which lowered rental shares
to 37.5% of standardized yields for dif
gains to farmers from government lan
Program in 1953 were achieved only g
repayment obligations replaced much
landlords.56 Though there are no longit
ment changes in household income and
to the late 1950s, if the land reform di
farm households, it no doubt was an im
rural demand for goods and services. H
provided start-up capital for new busin

may be more important for realizing inte

increasing agricultural productivity. T
also contributed directly to industrial g
shift their managerial skills and capital
suits should be viewed with some skep
Institutions, infrastructure, incenti
opment and its strong linkages to indus
achieved by one or two major policy in
The establishment of strong agricultura
support institutions along with a stead
structure construction provided the ess
ductivity growth in agriculture and the
economy. Sustained agricultural produ
possible the large net transfer of reso
well as the broadly distributed and rap
and consumption.
From the period of Japanese rule bef

tion and quality of agricultural resea

support services and rural infrastructur
a unimodal operational pattern of agric

Specifically, the ponlai rice varieties

1930s, increased application of fertiliz
innovations were divisible and therefo
ciently on small-scale farm units. Larg
geous to rent out land in small parcels
tenant or part-tenant households.
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The nationalist regime implemented a number of importan
tives in addition to the land reform program. Among them, t
played an especially important catalytic and coordinating rol
well-funded and flexible organization with semi-independent
ministerial status, the JCRR was able to exert a strong influ
policy, seizing opportunities to support promising pilot projec
mented by governmental or nongovernmental organizations

level."8 With its focus on rural reconstruction, and therefore
being of rural people, the JCRR was able to provide broad v

the integration of policy formulation and implementation. This in

tive role extended even beyond agriculture to agriculture-relat
tries and rural health.

The JCRR's Rural Health Division played a key role, for example,
in the reduction in infant and child mortality and in the introduction
of family planning programs at a time when a government initiative to
accelerate the reduction in birth rates was highly controversial. The
remarkable success achieved in bringing down fertility rates, which
was undoubtedly facilitated by the prior success in reducing infant and
child mortality, made a notable contribution in avoiding the excess
labor supply that would have inhibited increases in labor productivity
and earnings. More generally, JCRR's overriding emphasis on the welfare of rural populations broadly defined in terms of incomes, education, and health was highly conducive to furthering the agriculturalindustrial linkages described earlier.
The JCRR insisted that agricultural research institutes be consistently well staffed and well funded, leading to numerous breakthroughs

in cropping techniques, new crop and variety development, and processing technology. It also supported the reorganization of the landlord-dominated agricultural associations established during the colonial period into multipurpose farmers' associations that have provided
effective extension, credit, and marketing services to farmers. During
the 1960s there were 342 township associations grouped into 22 prefectural associations and one provincial association, with staff trained at
a government-established training center.59 Since 1952 each township
association has included an extension section that organizes farming
study groups, training courses, and demonstrations. The government
provides support for expenses such as travel allowances and publication costs." The close relationship between farmers and their farmers'
associations (as well as irrigation associations and fruit marketing cooperatives) improved farmer access to inputs, markets, information,
and technology by reducing liquidity constraints and transaction costs
(especially for information and technology acquisition). These institutional interactions also favorably altered farmers' attitudes toward
markets and technology adoption.
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Government investments in irrigatio
harbors, electrification, and communic
tant for commercializing agriculture,
persed, rural-based industries and incre

bor.61 Taiwan was able to build on a stron

inherited from the Japanese colonial er
by about 15% annually from 1920 to 19
Taiwan had 907 kilometers of public ra
roads by 1940.62 The nationalist gover
ment to support services and infrastru
JCRR playing an important role in prom
of irrigation and drainage facilities. Tho
with agronomic techniques such as rela
increase in multiple cropping that was so
utilization of the farm labor force that continued to increase in absolute
size until the mid-1960s.

Finally, the government was not passive in expecting farmers to
adopt new technology. When it was perceived that growth and structural transformation required technological change, the JCRR or other
agencies provided concrete incentives. For many new crops and vari-

eties, the government offered guarantees and subsidies. Under the
farm mechanization program initiated in the 1970s after the farm labor
force had begun to decline, the government underwrote 50% of the
cost of grain dryers, power tillers, and so forth in an effort to free
more labor for nonagricultural activities. Such measures did not reflect
distrust of market incentives but were, rather, an attempt to anticipate
events and push them along. In a dynamic context, such efforts can
be seen as compensating for farmers' risk aversion and the time required before production experience can lead to new implements and
machinery being offered at attractive prices.

Realizing Dynamic Externalities
This article has attempted to take a historically revisionist view of
Taiwan's structural transformation in light of recent ideas in development theory stressing the important role in economic growth of spillover effects from intersectoral demand linkages and human capital de-

velopment. Though in Section II these two effects were discussed
separately, in fact they are interrelated and mutually reinforcing, often

inseparably linked through policy. In Taiwan, both effects spurred and
in turn were influenced by a robust small-scale industrial sector that
led Taiwan through its structural transformation.
At the heart of the domestic demand story was the achievement
of rapid rural productivity and income growth-farm and nonfarmwhich, along with a unimodal pattern of operational units, boosted
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the demand for simple labor-intensive goods. In Taiwan, rap
economic growth was achieved through a package of enlight
icies.

Emphasis on rural education improved farm management and receptivity to technology. But education also furthered the capacity for
learning by doing in both agriculture and industry and probably increased the propensity to develop positive mental constructs toward
market and agricultural institutions. Education also increased labor
mobility to the benefit of small-scale industry.
Infrastructure construction, especially transport and communication, was essential to raising agricultural productivity and commercializing the rural economy. But it also promoted entrepreneurship by
allowing potential entrepreneurs to locate new businesses in rural areas
where they could take advantage of social support networks and parttime laborers. Commercialization created positive attitudes toward and
experience with international markets. Transport and communications
facilities directly benefited rural industries by reducing operating costs
and increasing labor mobility.
Agricultural support institutions, especially agricultural research
stations and farmers organizations, were also critical components of
increasing agricultural productivity through introduction of new technologies and improvement in the efficiency of input markets. Their
success also improved farmer confidence in adopting new technologies, making the rural labor force more adaptable to new markets and
technologies whether in the agricultural or the industrial sector.
Sound macroeconomic policies that did not overly distort relative
factor prices also helped promote small-scale industry despite the fact
that numerous specific policies were biased against small businesses.
Broad-based increases in rural incomes and budding rural industries,
mostly concentrated in services and trade, were a natural inducement
and training ground for would-be entrepreneurs.
Once the trajectory for structural adjustment was set, many feedback effects were positive and self-reinforcing. The high productivity
of rural industry increased rural incomes and so promoted even greater
demand expansion. Higher incomes increased available funds for investment in education and start-up capital for rural businesses. The
success of early entrepreneurs made most workers aspire to someday
starting their own businesses. Informal lending institutions and social
support systems became well-established. Learning processes fed on
themselves, resulting in products of increasing variety and technological sophistication.
It is ironic that although in retrospect it seems that policymakers
in Taiwan skillfully executed a beautifully choreographed development
strategy, in fact uncertainty and pragmatic response to immediate
rather than long-term concerns often characterized major policy deci-
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sions.63 This does not detract from the

different policies fit with different stage

Rather, it highlights the importance of
approach that is as forward-looking as
dynamic nature of structural transform
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